
Value beyound the cutlery



Our passion to your comfort,

KUMKWANG STAINLESS will
always be with you through ZEEZ

Established Kumkwang Industrial Company

Expanded and moved to Geumsa-dong

Expanded Buffet Serving production line facility

Exported tableware by OEM (USA)

Expanded Tongs production line facility / 
Exported Tongs by OEM (USA/Europe)

Expanded factory in Geumsa-dong / 
Expaded Hollow Knife production line facility

Acquired the certificate of Clean workplace

Acquired certificate of origin certified exporter

Acquired venture business confirmation

Established a dedicated research department

Acquired quality management system ISO 9001 certification

Expanded and moved to Jeonggwan-eup

Changed company name to Kumkwang Stainless Co., Ltd.

Acquired ZEEZ trademark registration certificate from the 
Korean Intellectual Property Office
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There are craftsmen.
There are craftsmen who are sweating with a constant mind.

KUMKWANG STAINLESS are doing our best to provide products 
that can satisfy all of us based on the craftsmanship through
technology and experience accumulated for a long time.
 
With endless efforts and unchanging sincerity forever, 
we will do our best to create a table culture for all of us 
with the best quality and heart, 
and furthermore, for values that benefit our lives.

We sincerely thank all of you who are interested in 
KUMKWANG STAINLESS and ZEEZ
and wish everyone full of happiness.
Thank you.

Kim Hack-moon, CEO of KUMKWANG STAINLESS Co., Ltd.

GREETINGS

COMPANY HISTORY



VISION / PHILOSOPHY

KUMKWANG STAINLESS is making a strong leap forward by practicing 
Honesty / Trust / Creativity as its core values.

Creating values that benefit life widely”“
Based on the ideology of “widely benefiting the human world”, the Hongikingan (弘益人間)

in the myth of Dangun, we will continue to develop products that benefit our lives.

Trust
Trust us, trust our products, give everyone trust.

Creativity
Create values that benefit life based on honesty and trust.

Stay true to the basics while holding the center with a strong will.
Honesty



CERTIFICATE
We develop products that can be used reliably with tireless research and verified technology.

Introduce major customers with Kumkwang Stainless

Trademark registration certificate ISO certificate Venture business certificate

CLIENTS



- Client | Fissler
- Product |  Kitchen tableware 3 types 
                    (ladle, serving spoon, spatula)

- Client | KOREAN AIR
- Product |  Economy Class (Coach) cutlery 
                     (spoon, fork, knife)

Fissler is a premium cookware brand loved around the
world for its harmonization of tradition and modernity
for over 170 years.
   
KUMKWANG STAINLESS has a strong partnership with Fissler
for over 10 years, and is contributing to the export trade in South Korea.

PORTFOLIO

Korean Air is a national carrier and a leading global airline.

Kumkwang Stainless has a strong partnership with Korean Air for over 15 years.
We supply cutlery for in-flight meals with reliable quality and
technology, and are responsible for the quality meals that Korean Air passengers eat in the sky



“Passion”of Korean craftsmen

who have been researching customized cutlery only

Koreans for a long time of 50 year.

“Comfort” you'll feel at your table with

well-prepared food with your loved ones

at your precious time.

“ZEEZ” was created  for your perfect dining.



주요 포트폴리오
PORTFOLIO

CURIO, the first premium Western-style dishware that has inherited 
ZEEZ's spirit of offering more than just cutlery, 
will provide you with a classy dining experience

It provides both practicality and sensitivity by adopting different processing methods for head and handle.

Only stainless steel 304 is used, which is hygienic and safe.

The luxurious package of luxurious black color makes the elegance of ZEEZ stand out even more.

CURIO
Dual method

Stainless #304

Package



Stainless steel 304, the finest raw material, is used without worrying about environmental hormones for cutlery that 
touches hot Korean food.

GYOHADAM’s scientific 4mm thickness and balance are simple, but provide understated Korean beauty and comfort.

The zirconium plating technology, which is also used as a part of a zirconium spacecraft, does not miss any of the stability. 
*Gold option only

Is there anything more precious than
a conversation at a dining table with a loved one?

GYOHADAM, which means
“conversation under a close relationship”, 
which focuses only on the essence of meals 
and Hansujeo, not missing any small details.

교하담

Stainless #304

Best balance

Zirconium

GYOHADAM



It contains ZEEZ’s craftsmanship, which does not allow even minor discomfort during mealtime with the most 
comfortable weight and thickness when holding cutlery.

Stainless steel 304, the finest raw material, is used without worrying about environmental hormones for cutlery that 
touches hot Korean food.

Hygiene and safety are not missed with an all-in-one design, not an assembly type that is vulnerable to sanitation.

It contains ZEEZ's desire for daily mealtime to become part of special routine

JIHADAM that means “a pleasant conversation at a meal time”, 
which will take special responsibility for your simple routine.

JIHADAM

Stainless #304

All-in-one design

Optimal balance

지하담



FAX. +82 51 528 5951 www.zeez.krTEL. +82 51 522 59502-1, Sandan 4-ro, Jeonggwan-eup, Gijang-gun, Busan, Republic of KoreaAddress.

Value beyound the cutlery


